The first purpose of this paper is to give a tensor product formula of the characteristic invariant and modular invariant for a tensor product action of a discrete group G on AFD factors. The second purpose is to describe a characteristic invariant and modular invariant of the extended action to a crossed product in terms of the original invariants.
Introduction
The cocycle conjugacy class of an action Þ of a countable discrete amenable group G on an approximately finite dimensional (abbreviated AFD) factor Å was completed in the recent article [11] . This was done by means of the associated characteristic invariant .Þ/ ∈ 3.G; Þ −1 .Cnt.Å //; H 1 Â . .Å /// and the modular invariant ¹ Þ ∈ Hom G .Þ −1 .Cnt.Å //; H 1 Â . .Å /// which is the canonical pullback of the intrinsic invariant of the AFD factor, which is the underlying algebra of the action. These results, due to many mathematicians [9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 17, 19, 20] , started from the work of Connes [3, 6] . A comprehensive account of the subject is presented in the joint work of Katayama, Sutherland and Takesaki cited above. In this article we are concerned with the problem of determining these invariants for tensor product actions and actions on crossed product from those associated with the original action.
In the case that both carrier algebras Å 1 of Þ 1 and Å 2 of Þ 2 are of type II 1 Yukako Miwa and Yoshikazu Katayama [2] just products of the original ones. So it does not pose any particular difficulty. But in the case that Å 1 and Å 2 are not semi-finite, it poses an interesting challenge.
For example, the tensor product ¦ 1 ⊗ ¦ 2 of ¦ ∈ Cnt.Å 1 / and ¦ 2 ∈ Cnt.Å 2 / is not necessarily in Cnt.Å 1 ⊗ Å 2 / which means that .Þ 1 ⊗ Þ 2 / −1 .Cnt.Å 1 ⊗ Å 2 // = Þ 1 −1 .Cnt.Å 1 // ∩ Þ 2 −1 .Cnt.Å 2 //. Thus, the basic ingredient Þ −1 .Cnt.Å // of the characteristic invariant .Þ/ has to be determined based on more data { .Þ 1 /; ¹ Þ1 } and { .Þ 2 /; ¹ Þ2 } not just N 1 = Þ 1 −1 .Cnt.Å 1 // and N 2 = Þ 2 −1 .Cnt.Å 2 // (See Theorem 2.1). Every III-factor is a crossed product of II ∞ -von Neumann algebra AE by dual action Â of modular automorphism group [21] and the centre of AE with an action Â is called the smooth flow of weight for an AFD III factor. The AFD III factors are classified up to isomorphism by [5, 4, 7, 15] . In the case of an AFD factor, it is well known that every centrally trivial automorphism is an extended modular automorphism up to inner automorphism and the canonical extension on AE is also inner [2, 8, 13] . Therefore in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we deal with automorphisms on AE . To show that the tensor product formula is computable, we give a standard form of characteristic invariant and modular invariant in the case of III ½ .0 < ½ < 1/ factors and we propose the tensor product formula of them exactly in this case. The second purpose is to describe the characteristic invariant and modular invariant of the action, which is extended to a crossed product, in terms of the original invariants. Sekine [18] already gave the smooth flow of weight of the crossed product by making use of the original smooth flow of weight and the invariants of an action. We utilize his frame to define the characteristic invariant of the extended action. Here our problem is also how to define the normal subgroup of G which is a centrally trivial part of the extended action. We characterize this normal subgroup with a cocycle (See Theorem 3.2). Once we characterize it successfully, the computations of the invariants for the extended action are relatively easy. It is shown in Proposition 3.3 that its invariants are computed explicitly in the case of the crossed product of III ½ .0 < ½ 1/ factors by discrete abelian group.
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Characteristic invariant for the tensor product of actions
First we give a brief review of the properties of characteristic invariants (see for example [20] ).
Let G be a separable locally compact group with a normal subgroup N and Þ be an action of G on an abelian von Neumann algebra .
The set Z Þ .G; N ; Í . // consists of pairs .½; ¼/ such that
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are Borel maps satisfying the following conditions:
¼.m; n/ = 1 and ½.n; g/ = 1 (5) if and only if m; n ∈ N ; g ∈ G is the identity:
The set B Þ .G; N ; Í . // consists of pairs .
is Borel and
The quotient group 3 Þ .G; N ; Í . // is as follows
and it is called a characteristic invariant for the action Þ. The action Þ is extended to an action of G × Ê (denoted by the same Þ) and N acts trivially on , and Ê acts ergodically on . By [20, Theorem 2.2], we have a natural exact sequence
which is a G-equivariant homomorphism. This is called a modular invariant. For
.t ∈ Ê; m; n ∈ N ; and g ∈ G/;
360 Yukako Miwa and Yoshikazu Katayama [4] where the map c :
We remark that by [20, Lemma 2.1], for t ∈ Ê, g ∈ G,
From now on, we assume that the group G is discrete. We consider a tensor product of two actions of G on AFD factors of type III. Our aim is to show that the characteristic invariant and the modular invariant for the tensor product of two actions can be expressed by (2.4) and (2.5). We give an example in which its invariants can be computed explicitly.
Let Å be approximately finite dimensional (AFD) factor of type III and Þ be an action of G on Å . We may suppose that the action Þ admits an invariant dominant weight ' on Å. A dual action Â t of the modular automorphism ¦ ' associated with ' is defined on a crossed product AE = Å Ó ¦ ' Ê by
where x ∈ Å and t; s ∈ Ê and the set ³ ' .x/; ½ ' .s/ : x ∈ Å ; s ∈ Ê generates AE .
Thanks to Connes' Radon-Nikodým cocycle [1] , the isomorphic class of the crossed product Å Ó ¦ ' Ê is independent of the choice of weights. For an automorphism ∈ Aut.Å /; we can extend canonically an automorphism ∈ Aut.AE /
where .D' [7, 8] . The centre of AE is isomorphic to a smooth flow of weight for Å and the restricted action Â t on is called a flow. Let Þ be an action of G on Å. The restricted actionÞ g on is just mod Þ g which is called the module. We sometimes denote the above restricted actions by the same symbol Â t and Þ g .
The definition of characteristic invariant and modular invariant for the action Þ on flow of type III are found in [20] or [13] . Here we give definitions which are equivalent to the original ones in [20] . Let N = N Þ be a normal subgroup of G defined by for the action Þ as follows:
where n; m ∈ N , g ∈ G and t ∈ Ê.
Let Å 1 and Å 2 be AFD factors of type III and Þ and þ be actions of G on Å 1 and Å 2 respectively. With notation as above for each Å 1 and Å 2 , we define crossed
and . The action Þ and þ can be extended to actionÞ g andþ g on AE 1 and AE 2 .
MoreoverÞ g andþ g commute with each dual action Â 
By the Galois correspondence [21, Theorem 7.2], the von Neumann algebra AE 3 is isomorphic to the fixed point algebra {y ∈ AE 1 ⊗ AE 2 : Þ t ⊗ þ −t .y/ = y}, which is identified with AE 3 . The smooth flow of weight 3 
Í . 1 // and 3 þ .G; N 2 ; Í . 2 // associated with the actions Þ and þ and c i .n/.t/, (i = 1; 2) be their modular invariants. We identify 3 with {y ∈ 1 ⊗ 2 :
Yukako Miwa and Yoshikazu Katayama [6] it is easy to check that c 3 .
It was shown in [16] , by an algebraic method, that the tensor product of invariants is well defined and it satisfies the conditions (1)- (5) PROOF. By (2.2) we have that Þ ⊗ þ on AE 3 is the restriction ofÞ ⊗þ on AE 3 ⊂ AE 1 ⊗ AE 2 . For n ∈ N Þ⊗þ , take U n ∈ AE 3 such that .Þ n ⊗þ n /.x/ = Ad U n .x/ for x ∈ AE 3 . By [3, 5, 13] , the element n is contained in N Þ ∩ N þ . Therefore, we have
Moreover, since we compute
the unitary U n is in AE 3 . We have shown that
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Using (2.3) we obtain
In the case of III 0 -factors, the tensor product formula of characteristic invariant and modular invariant depends heavily on the flow of weights and we cannot give its formula explicitly. We give a standard form of characteristic invariant and modular invariant in the case of III ½ -factors .0 < ½ < 1/ and we show the tensor product formula of them exactly.
Let Å be a factor of type III ½ (0 < ½ 1). It is well known that the flow of weight −i w1kT1 × e −i w2mT2 : [9] Characteristic invariant 365
We compute 
Conversely, take a function d.w 1 ; w 2 / as follows d.w 1 ; w 2 / = e −i .w1k1.n/T1 +w2k2.n/T2 / , then by the condition (2.9), we conclude
.w1−t /k1.n/T1 +.w2+t /k2.n/T2 / e −i .w1k1.n/T1 +w2k2.n/T2 / = e −it.k1.n/T1 −k2.n/T2 / = e it.¹1.n/−¹2 .n// :
(2) If Å 2 is of type III 1 , the smooth flow of weight Å 2 is trivial. Therefore the operator d is a function on [0; − log ½ 1 /. The statements in (2) can be shown by repeating the argument of (1).
If the invariants .½ i ; ¼ i / are of the form (2.6) for i = 1; 2, then we compute c 3 ; ½ 3 and¼ 3 using the definition, with the function d n = d in (2.10)
= e −i ..w1−t /k1.n/T1 +w2k2.n/T2 / e i .w1k1.n/T1 +w2k2.n/T2 / e it¹1.n/ = e it.¹1.n/+k1 .n/T1 / ; If log ½ 2 = log ½ 1 is rational with log ½ 2 = log ½ 1 = l 2 =l 1 simple fraction .l 2 ; l 1 ∈ AE/, then we set
1 , and the tensor product factor Å 1 ⊗ Å 2 is of type III ½3 .
We set
where T 3 = −2³= log ½ 3 and [ · ] is the Gauss symbol. If log ½ 2 = log ½ 1 is irrational or for w ∈ [0; − log ½ 3 /.
we may regard ½ 3 and ¼ 3 in (2.12)-(2.13) as (2.17) [11] Characteristic invariant 367 for w ∈ [0; − log ½ 3 /: Since k 1 .n/T 1 +¹ 1 .n/−¹ 3 .n/ ∈ T 3 ; we can consider a function f .n/ on [0; − log ½ 3 / f .n/.w/ = e i w.k1.n/T1 +¹1.n/−¹3 .n// :
We perturb ½ 3 and ¼ 3 by f .n/. Then we have, by
and
It is easy to show (use (2.9)) that
Thus we obtain the conclusion of (2).
Characteristic invariant for discrete crossed product
Here we deal with characteristic invariant and modular invariant of the action induced up to a discrete crossed product and we give an example in which its invariants are computed explicitly.
Let G and H be discrete groups and Þ and þ be actions of G and H on an AFD factor Å with Þ g þ h = þ h Þ g for g ∈ G and h ∈ H . The action þ is supposed to be an outer action of an amenable group H in order that a crossed product Å Ó þ H is an 368 Yukako Miwa and Yoshikazu Katayama [12] AFD factor. The action Þ of G on Å can be extended to an action (which is denoted by Þ) on the discrete crossed product Å Ó þ H satisfying
x ∈ Å ; h ∈ H;
where Å Ó þ H is generated by {³ þ .x/; ½ þ .h/ : x ∈ Å ; h ∈ H }. In this section we compute the characteristic invariant and modular invariant for the action Þ. By perturbing an action Þ × þ .g;h/ = Þ g þ h by a cocycle, we may assume that it admits 
where {³þ .x/;1 þ .h/ : x ∈ AE ; h ∈ H } generates AE ÓþH.Thea ctionÞ is denoted by the same symbolÞ. Let N þ be a normal subgroup of H defined byþ −1 .Int.AE // and .½; ¼/ and c.n; t/ be the characteristic invariant and modular invariant of Þ × þ.
A twisted crossed product Ó id;¼þ N þ of the centre = Z .AE / by trivial action plays a crucial role in the description of invariants forÞ ( [18] ), where ¼ þ is a restriction of ¼ on N þ . The invariants ½ and c.n; t/ give actions of H and F of Ê on Ó id;¼þ N þ for an element l∈Nþ d l z l ∈ Ó id;¼þ N þ as follows
where d l ∈ ; z l1 z l2 = ¼ þ .l 1 ; l 2 /z l1l2 and Â t is the flow on . Moreover, for g ∈ G; we define an action ² of G by
We set a normal subgroup N Þ×þ = . Þ × þ/ −1 .Int.AE // of G × H and a n;h .k/ ∈ Ó id;¼þ N þ : for .n; h/ ∈ N Þ×þ , and k ∈ H , a n;h .k/ = ½..n; khk −1 /; k/¼..n; h/; .e; h −1 khk −1 // * z h −1 khk −1 : (3.5) [13] Characteristic invariant 369 LEMMA 3.1. For .n; h/ ∈ N Þ×þ , the a n;h is -cocycle in Ó id;¼þ N þ . Namely, a n;h .k/ k .a n;h .l// = a n;h .kl/. Moreover, a n;h and a n;l are cohomologous with ¼..n; h/; .e; h −1 l// * z h −1 l , for .n; h/, .n; l/ ∈ N Þ×þ , namely a n;l .k/ = ¼..n; h/; .e;
PROOF. We set a n;h .k/ = k .u.n; h/1 þ .h/ * /.u.n; h/1 þ .h/ * / * , where
Since Ad u.n; h/1 þ .h/ * | AE =Þ n andþ k commutes withÞ, the a n;h .k/ is an element of AE ∩ .AE ÓþH/ : We compute, using kh
By the anti-isomorphism 5 in [18, Lemma 2.4], we have 5.a n;h .k// = a n;h .k/. It follows from the definition of a n;h .k/ that a n;h .k/ satisfies k .a n;h .l//a n;h .k/ = a n;h .kl/. Therefore, a n;h .k/ satisfies a n;h .k/ k .a n;h .l// = a n;h .kl/. We choose another unitary u.n; l/ satisfying Þ × þ .n;l/ = Ad u.n; l/ for .n; l/ ∈ N Þ×þ . Then we have
Therefore, 5.¼..n; h/; .e;
370 Yukako Miwa and Yoshikazu Katayama [14] we conclude a n;l .k/ = ¼..n; h/; .e;
REMARK. If the group H is abelian, the -cocycle a n;h .k/ is just ½..n; h/; k/. It follows from (2) in the definition for ½ that ½..n; h/; ·/ is -cocycle. By making use of the definition (1)-(4) for the characteristic invariant, we can prove Lemma 3.1 in an algebraic way, but its proof is rather complicated.
Next we shall show that the characteristic invariant and modular invariant forÞ can be expressed as the operators in Ó id;¼þ N þ by making use of the anti-isomorphism where a n;h.n/ .k/ = b.n/ k .b.n/ * / for some b.n/ ∈ Ó id;¼þ N þ and ²; and F are given in (3.3) and (3.4).
PROOF. (1) We note, firstly, that the cohomology class of a n;h is independent of the choice of h.n/ by Lemma 3.1. Take n ∈ NÞ and choose a unitary U n ∈ AE ÓþHs uch thatÞ n = Ad U n on AE ÓþH.Si nce U n is of the form h∈H v h1þ .h/; [15] Characteristic invariant 371
where v h ∈ AE , it follows from U n x =Þ n .x/U n ; This implies that k .b .n/ * /b .n/ = k .u.n; h.n//1 þ .h.n// * /.u.n; h.n//1 þ .h.n// * / * = a n;h.n/ .k/ and we have b.n/ k .b.n/ * / = 5.b .n// k .5.b .n/ * // = 5. k .b .n/ * /b .n// = a n;h.n/ :
Conversely, suppose that there is b.n/ ∈ Ó id;¼þ N þ such that b.n/ k .b.n// * = a n;h.n/ for some .n; h.n// ∈ N Þ×þ . We set U n = b .n/u.n; h.n//1 þ .h.n// * ; (3.8)
where b .n/ = 5 −1 .b.n//. Then we have for x ∈ AE ; k ∈ H , Ad U n .x/ = Ad b .n/Þ n .x/ =Þ n .x/; Ad U n .1 þ .k −1 // = b .n/u.n; h.n//1 þ .h.n// * 1 þ .k −1 /1 þ .h.n//u.n; h.n// * b .n/ * =1.k −1 / k .b .n// k .u.n; h.n//1 þ .h.n// * / u.n; h.n//1 þ .h.n// * * b .n/ * =1 þ .k −1 / k .b .n//a n;k .k/b .n/ * =1 þ .k −1 /:
Hence the automorphismÞ n on AE ÓþHi s inner with the unitary U n in AE ÓþH.
Thus we have proved the statement (1).
